Hulcher Services Inc. Emergency Response

“Prepare for the Unexpected”
While it is impossible to predict when a disaster will strike, it is possible to prepare and plan for it.

Hulcher Services Inc. can respond to emergency situations, including hazardous material incidents involving the release of petroleum products, hazardous material and hazardous waste. Hulcher can mitigate and clean up released material in accordance with applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding the removal, storage, handling and disposal of all such material.

After the initial notification by a client, Hulcher quickly evaluates the emergency situation, develops a response plan and a site-specific health and safety plan, dispatches proper personnel and equipment, arranges for on-site delivery of required goods and materials, notifies appropriate governmental agencies, initiates appropriate paperwork and provides on-scene coordination and overall project management.
Hulcher’s Hazardous Material Response Teams are staffed with CHMM credentialed and degreed professionals with many years of experience and training in the environmental and emergency response fields. Each team is led by a Division Manager who performs the Incident Commander role at emergency spills. The Division Manager also functions as a Project Manager for rapid response remediation work that can be performed once the emergency response activities are complete.

Throughout the past 40 years Hulcher has had the opportunity to employ some of the most talented emergency responders in the industry. Our responders form the cornerstone of Hulcher’s Hazardous Material Response Teams and are currently members of numerous industrial professional organizations.

Additional staff members can be rapidly transported to remote locations by the use of Hulcher’s Citation jet aircraft based out of the Denton, Texas Municipal Airport.
The Hulcher Advantage

• State-of-the-art response center manned 24/7/365 by degreed emergency management personnel.

• One hour “call-out” time measured 24/7/365 for quality control and process management.

• Over 400 hazmat-trained personnel who are able to mobilize at a moment’s notice.

• Over 500 pieces of heavy Caterpillar® equipment ready for immediate deployment to the emergency site.

• Credentialed and degreed responders to handle the most complex and difficult scenarios.

• Certified Hazardous Material Managers and Professional Engineers to provide project management and incident control.

• Comprehensive operational audits that measure quality levels and response readiness at all division locations.